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Abstract 
Beside their crucial role in xenobiotic biotransformation, AhR and Nrf2 are involved in the regulation 

of energetic metabolism. Nrf2, as a cytoprotective transcription factor, supply energy for 

detoxification and antioxidant response. AhR is ligand-activated transcriptional factor implicated in 

several physiological function. Following pollutant exposure, it acts as a chemosensor to eliminate 

harmful chemicals. Altogether, AhR and Nrf2 cooperate to contribute to protective responses upon 

contaminant exposure, including metabolic remodelling. This fine-tuned energetic coupling with 

detoxification can lead to prominent dysfunction under a chronic exposure to pollutants, and 

promote a long-term reprogramming that affects multiple cellular activities.  

In the article, we review the involvement of Nrf2 and AhR in the metabolic adaptations that occur 

during the short-term cell defence upon toxicant exposure, and in the metabolic reprogramming 

caused by their sustained activation. We also provide several clues to highlight the potential role of 

the Nrf2/AhR-induced metabolic changes in environmental carcinogenesis. 

Highlights 
• Nrf2, as a cytoprotective transcription factor, couples detoxification and antioxidant 

response to energetic metabolism to neutralize toxicants efficiently. 

• AhR, as a ligand-activated transcription factor, is a chemosensor that regulates xenobiotic 

biotransformation and can modify energetic metabolism. 

• Nrf2 and AhR can orchestrate detoxification and metabolic adaptation to tackle xenobiotics 

assault 

• Persistent activation of Nrf2 and AhR leads to sustained metabolic reprogramming related in 

cancer progression 
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1- Nrf2:  
1-1 Stress sensing by Keap1-Nrf2 system. 
Nrf2 (Nuclear factor erythroid-2 related factor-2) is a bZip transcription factor involved in the 

antioxidant defence. Sequestered in the cytoplasm by its inhibitor Keap1, Nrf2 is constitutively 

synthetized and degraded by the ubiquitin-proteasome system. Following oxidative stress or 

xenobiotic exposure, Keap1 is oxidized on key cysteines, leading to conformational changes that 

liberate Nrf2. Stabilized by phosphorylation, Nrf2 enters the nucleus, and dimerized with small Maf 

proteins, binds DNA at specific domains called antioxidant responsive element (ARE) (5′-

TG/TAC/GnnnGC-3′), to activate the expression of target genes involved in antioxidant defence. 

Xenobiotics can also directly form adducts with Keap 1, or indirectly activate Keap1 by reactive 

oxygen species (ROS) or electrophiles, secondary to xenobiotic entry, bioactivation and consecutive 

cellular disturbance [1]. Among the referenced xenobiotics that activate Nrf2, we can note thiol 

reactive compounds, electrophiles generators and ROS inducers like metals and metalloids. When 

Nrf2 induces gene expression and is exported from the nucleus, it is trapped by Keap 1 to be 

degraded. The shuttle is very sensitive to oxidative stress and Nrf2 is not accumulated in the nucleus 

but the speed of its shuttle with Keap 1 is increased [2]. 

Historically, the main genes discovered to be Nrf2- targets were enzymes involved in detoxification, 

antioxidant response such as heme oxigenase 1 (HO1), NAD(P)H Dehydrogenase Quinone 1  (NQO1), 

glutathion S-transférase (GST), superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase, aldehyde dehydrogenase, 

glutamate-cysteine ligase (GCL),  phase II enzymes, in which we can note those involved in 

glutathione (GSH) conjugation and thioredoxin [3].  

1-2 Keap1-Nrf2 system couples detoxification to metabolic adaptation. 
Based on this process, further studies rapidly linked detoxification to energetic metabolism in 

relationship with cysteine, glutamine and serine metabolism for GSH and thioredoxin synthesis, 

pentose phosphate pathway (transketolase, glucose-6-phosphate deshydrogenase), and isocitrate 

deshydrogenase and malic enzyme  to maintain NADPH regeneration [3]. 

We recently illustrated the role of NRF2-dependent coupling of detoxification process to metabolism, 

in colorectal cancer upon the exposure to the 4-hydroxynonenal (HNE), a neoformed contaminant of 

lipid oxidation. HNE triggers the activation of Nrf2 leading to the induction of the cystine transporter 

subunit xCT, an antiporter that catalyses cystine influx coupled to glutamate efflux. GSTA4, allowing 

the conjugation of HNE to gluthatione is also induced but the dynamics of detoxification is fully 

coupled to cysteine metabolism. Then in preneoplastic colon cells in which Nrf2 is highly active, HNE 

is fully detoxified in few hours, and the metabolism returns to a basal level. The efficiency of the 

detoxification process is then based on the capacity of the cells to mobilize their energetic 

metabolism [4,5]. As we showed in normal colon cells in which the Nrf2 response is less efficient and 

the cysteine uptake lower, the cells accumulate damages such protein adducts and DNA lesions, and 

undergo into cell death [6]. 

1-3 Nrf2 and hormetic response: low-grade stimulation as a beneficial 
optimization of detoxification-bioenergetic coupling 
The involvement of Nrf2 in the detoxication of a contaminant such as HNE suggests a hormetic role 

of Nrf2 in the case of xenobiotic exposure and chemoprevention [7]. A low-grade stimulation of Nrf2 

provides a positive and protective antioxidant response, associated with a good metabolic coupling. 

Following toxicant exposure, cells are better prepared for defence. It is clearly the case of stem cells, 

which have a high potential of anti-oxidative defences. Moreover, polyphenols and others 

compounds naturally present in diet that stimulate Nrf2 are associated to the prevention of some 
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diseases, such as cancer, cardiovascular disorders, diabetes and aging [8]. However, in the light of the 

involvement of Nrf2 in the detoxification process upon HNE exposure, we can hypothesise that the 

chronic and low dose exposure to xenobiotics could also stimulate Nrf2 system and so, maintain a 

protective hormesis in which the toxicant would be rapidly neutralized. This is a relevant area in the 

beneficial/risk balance research in the field of food toxicology and public health since humans are 

exposed to healthy antioxidants but also contaminants such as pesticides, neoformed contaminants, 

microbiota metabolites, that can stimulate Nrf2. 

2- AhR 
2-1 Canonical role of AhR : xenobiotic metabolism 
The aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) is a ligand activated transcriptional factor that is known for its 

role in the toxic and carcinogenic effect of various environmental pollutants, including food 

contaminants. AhR is involved in the adaptive regulation of xenobiotic detoxification [9]. AhR ligands 

include environmental pollutants such as halogenated aromatic hydrocarbons and polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH), dietary compounds such as flavonoids and indoles, and endogenous 

molecules mainly derived from tryptophan metabolism such as kynurenic acid and kynurenine. 

Among the environmental contaminants, the prototypical ligand 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 

(TCDD) is one of the most potent ligands of the AhR.   

In the cytoplasm, AhR is bound to a multiprotein complex including Hsp90, XAP2, p23 and Src. In the 

canonical pathway, upon ligand exposure, the AhR complex dissociates and AhR translocates into the 

nucleus, where it heterodimerizes with ARNT (AhR Nuclear Translocator, also known as Hypoxic 

Inducible Factor 1β (HIF1β)). The AhR/ARNT complex recognizes xenobiotic-responsive elements 

(XREs) in the promoter of target genes, inducing the expression of genes that encode phase I and II 

xenobiotic metabolizing enzymes, such as cytochrome P450 monooxygenases (CYP1A1, CYP1A2, and 

CYP1B1) and glutathione-S-transferases (GSTs), NADPH/quinone oxidoreductase (NQO1), and UDP 

glucuronosyl transferases 1A1 and 1A2[9]. This AhR triggered pathway is referred to as the canonical 

pathway and mediates the detoxification of AhR ligands. AhR activation mediates adverse effects 

upon contaminant exposure. Its activation promotes xenobiotic detoxification adaptive pathway via 

a process that renders hydrophobic pollutants less toxic, more hydrophilic and, therefore, facilitates 

their elimination. However, AhR is a mediator of the toxicity for several xenobiotics: the PAH 

prototype benzo[a]pyrene (Ba[P]) is rapidly metabolized by cytochromes P450 and aldo-keto 

reductases and produces diol-epoxide metabolites that are mutagenic and tumorigenic, notably 

through the formation of DNA-adducts [10]. Moreover, AhR-dependent detoxification leads to 

oxidative stress and reactive oxygen species (ROS) production resulting in oxidative damage on 

cellular macro-molecules such as DNA, lipids or proteins [11–13]. 

 

2-2 AhR and its activity as an energetic metabolic modulator 

Upon ligand exposure, AhR activation mediates changes in cell metabolic program, as observed in 

several reports. The first evidence for the involvement of AhR ligands in metabolic disorders comes 

from the observation, at the late 1990s, of an increased prevalence of diabetes and dyslipidemia in 

Korean Vietnam veterans exposed to Agent Orange, a dioxin-containing herbicide massively used by 

United States army during the Vietnam War [14]. From these observations has emerged the 

hypothesis of a role of AhR activation in metabolic disorders. Numerous epidemiological studies have 

shown a positive association between AhR ligands such as dioxins and metabolic disorders, 

emphasizing the possible role of environmental contaminants in the emergence of a variety of 

diseases, such as hepatic steatosis, obesity, metabolic syndrome and type 2- diabetes. According to 
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these observations, mechanistic studies in animal and cell models have shown that metabolic 

dysfunction upon contaminants exposure occurs in various cell type and tissue, such as liver, muscle, 

adipose tissue and skin [15–17]. Pollutant induced-metabolic reprogramming is characterized by 

alterations in glucose metabolism (reduced gluconeogenesis and glycogenogenolysis), lipid 

metabolism (stimulated lipogenesis and qualitative changes in lipid species), and a strong impairment 

in energy metabolism due, at least in part, to a major mitochondrial dysfunction [18].  

 The mechanisms underlying the role of AhR in metabolic reprogramming are multiple:  

• AhR can directly act as a transcriptional factor to regulate the expression of genes involved 

in energy metabolism.  

As referred by several transcriptomic studies in vivo in mice and in human cell lines, AhR activation 

leads to significant changes in the expression of genes involved in glucose, amino-acid and lipid 

metabolism [19–21] possibly by targeting XREs (5’-GCGTG-3’) in promoters. Nault et al have recently 

identified putative XREs in upstream regions of 475 differentially expressed genes encoding proteins 

involved in glucose, amino acid, and fatty acid metabolism, in the liver of TCDD-treated mice [22]. 

We can note that the modulation of these metabolic pathways could be related to NADPH 

production and decreased oxidative stress but further studies are required for the understanding on 

the biotransformation-bioenergetics coupling. 

• AHR can interact with several intracellular signalling pathways to regulate cell metabolism. 

Cell metabolism is regulated by a large diversity of signalling pathways that interact to adapt the 

metabolic program to environmental constraints, and a number of these pathways are also activated 

by AhR, including cMyc, HIF1, PI3K/Akt and p53. Thus, AhR activation upon benzo[a]pyrene increases 

cMyc expression in gastric cancer cells[23] so it could participate to the well-known metabolic 

changes driven by cMyc in stem cells as well as in cancer cells [24]. The hypoxia-induced transcription 

factor HIF1α strongly regulates the metabolic reprogramming during tumorigenesis, at least in part 

by modulating the expression of genes involved in cell metabolism [25]. In particular, it 

transcriptionally activates the expression of several glycolytic genes, as well as genes involved in lipid 

and energy metabolism. Because ARNT/HIF1β is a central regulator of both AhR and HIF1α pathways, 

signalling crosstalk exists [26]. Under hypoxic condition, HIF-1α can sequester ARNT leading to an 

inhibition of the AhR transcriptional response upon ligand exposure. Conversely, exposure to 

environmental contaminants may attenuate HIF-1α-mediated responses in hypoxic conditions. 

Among the signalling pathways that regulate cell metabolism, activated PI3K/Akt leads to enhanced 

glucose uptake and glycolysis [25]. A recent report shows that AhR/CYP1A1 signalling pathway 

controls human breast cancer stem cell development, maintenance, and self-renewal through β-

Catenin and PTEN/Akt mechanisms [27]. We also showed that AhR activation after B[a]P exposure, 

leads to p53 activation involved in the mitochondrial activity of hexokinase II [28]. Altogether, these 

observations highlighted that the modulation of bioenergetics by AhR implies many signalling 

pathways. However, the role of these metabolic changes as helpers for detoxification or as a 

consequence of profound cellular dysfunction remains to be established. 

• AhR activation disturbs cell metabolism through its capacity to modulate mitochondrial 

function. 

Mitochondria play an important role in oxidative stress upon AhR activation by environmental 

contaminants, with a AhR-dependent ROS production, a mitochondrial membrane hyperpolarization, 

a mitochondrial matrix acidification and a decrease in mitochondrial electron transport chain activity 

in liver cells [29–31]. AhR was demonstrated to interact with a subunit of the ATPase synthase 
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complex in absence of ligand only [32,33]. We recently showed that B[a]P-induced mitochondrial 

dysfunction occurs in parallel with a Warburg-like metabolic shift characterized by a reduced cell 

respiration and an increased lactate production. These changes were associated with alterations in 

the tricarboxylic acid cycle, which likely involve a reduced activity of the mitochondrial complex II 

[29].  

 

2-3 Xenobiotics and perturbation of the endogen functions of AhR 
Historically described for its role as xenosensor involved in detoxification process, AhR has recently 

been reconsidered, from studies using AhR-deficient animal models, for its implication in 

physiological functions such as cell proliferation and differentiation, stemness, hepatic and vascular 

development, peripheral and intestinal immunity and hematopoiesis. Hence, xenobiotic-mediated 

toxicity is partly due to sustained and inappropriate AhR activation, leading to the deregulation of 

physiologic functions. Thus, immune function disturbances are observed in AhR- null mice 

(Fernandez-Salguero et al., 1995), suggesting that AhR participates in immune cell regulation. Several 

studies have shown that AhR is expressed in hematopoietic stem cells, thymocytes, dendritic cells 

and T cells, and participates to both innate and adaptive immune responses through various 

mechanisms, including repression of acute-phase response genes, differentiation of regulatory T cell 

lymphocytes and regulation of B cell differentiation[34,35]. Energy metabolism is critical for T-

lymphocyte fate and effector functions, thus the ability of AhR activation to trigger a metabolic shift 

might be involved in AhR-induced regulation of immune function. This hypothesis is supported by a 

recent report showing that mycophenolic acid, an AhR ligand used as immune-suppressor, decreases 

proliferation and promotes apoptosis of T cells, in parallel with a profound metabolic reprogramming 

characterized by a decrease of glycolytic and glutaminolytic fluxes [36]. T cells activation also 

requires specialized metabolic programs that involve glycolysis, fatty acid metabolism and 

mitochondrial function, and modulations of metabolic profile can affect the development of T helper 

cell lineages [37]. Thus the perturbation of metabolic reprogramming by AhR ligands might alter T 

cell activation and differentiation, and in fine, compromise the immune response.  

Multiple endogenous AhR agonists have been highlighted, including AhR ligands derived from 

microbiota- or host-cell-mediated tryptophan metabolism, which have an important role in 

mammalian gut immune homeostasis [38]. In particular, the tryptophan derived L-kynurenine 

activates AhR in lymphoid tissues [39] and promotes Treg cell development[40]. Thus AhR activation 

by xenobiotics may lead to excessive CYP1A1-mediated metabolic clearance of endogenous AhR 

ligands that might affect the intestinal immune system and cause a dramatic disruption of endobiotic 

homeostasis [41]. The crosstalk between physiological function of AhR and its role in detoxification 

process is a promising field of investigation, in particular in the context of non- biotransformed AhR 

ligands such as dioxins, whose exposition leads to a chronical and sustained activation of AhR. 

3- Nrf2 and AhR: friends or foes for energetic metabolism? 
The cooperation of Nrf2 and AhR is multiple. Firstly, the ROS production consecutive to AhR-

mediated biotransformation can stimulate Nrf2. Secondly, several target genes exhibit ARE and XRE 

in their promoter and so, their expression can be increased by Nrf2 and AhR, like NQO1. Finally, AhR 

and Nrf2 mutually stimulate their expression by a direct transcriptional activity.  

Upon xenobiotic exposure, Nrf2 and AhR mediate cytoprotection by inducing the effective enzymes 

for detoxification and modulate metabolic pathways in order to supply energy to assume a 

protective activity. These processes are supposed to be transient and allow the survival of the 
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attacked cells. When the exposure is persistent or repeated, or when the activation of Nrf2 or AhR is 

chronic, the metabolic dysfunction can occur, as it is the case in cancer.  

3-1 Sustained metabolic reprogramming mediated by Nrf2 and/or AhR in 
cancer: pro-tumoral activity  
Metabolic reprogramming is a hallmark of cancer cells that shift from an oxidative to a glycolytic 

metabolism during tumorigenesis (Warburg effect), allowing cancer cells to expand their metabolic 

repertoire in order to better meet their needs for proliferation, growth and survival [42]. Therefore, 

environmental events that promote metabolic disruption that confer advantage to or promote 

expansion of transformed cells initiation could be involved in the cancer promotion and/or 

progression. 

Nrf2 and Keap1 were identified to be mutated and constitutively active in tumours [43]. Then, a 

higher activation of Nrf2 confers a better defence for cancer cells regarding oxidative stress, 

associated with hypoxia, by-products of anabolism and mitochondrial dysfunction. Many works dealt 

with Nrf2 metabolic reprogramming in cancer. Then, Nrf2 activation redirects glucose and glutamine 

through anabolic processes and promotes pentose phosphate pathway. It favours NADPH 

regeneration and nucleotide synthesis for proliferation [44]. Moreover, to provide enough GSH, Nrf2 

enhances the dependence for exogenous glutamine via xCT activity, and it limits the flux of 

glutamate in the TCA cycle [45]. These profound changes underline the tiny balance between 

antioxidant defence and the metabolic pathways by which the tumor will grow. However, Nrf2 also 

negatively regulates the expression of enzymes involved in lipid biosynthesis but the mechanisms are 

still unknown [3].  

The uncontrolled activation of Nrf2 is also a dramatic process against anti-tumour treatments 

(chemotherapies, radiotherapies)[46]. Moreover, the oncometabolite namely fumarate, associated 

to Warburg’s effect, can constitutively activate Nrf2 and so contribute to the tumorigenic vicious 

circle of metabolic reprogramming [47] . It is the double-sword effect of Nrf2, as a promoter of 

carcinogenesis when activated at later stages. 

AhR is also a crucial modulator of cell metabolism that can trigger, as an adaptive response to 

oxidative stress, a metabolic reprogramming that might contribute to augment cell defence. In line 

with this hypothesis, we recently provide evidences that the AhR ligand B[a]P induces a cell survival 

associated with an epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition and increased cell migration capacities in rat 

liver F258 epithelial cell. These cellular effects are associated with a metabolic reprogramming 

characterized by a reduced cell respiration, an increased lactate production, and an increase of 

pentose phosphate pathway activity that is known to produce anti-oxidant species such as NAPDH. 

B[a]P exposure also leads to mitochondrial dysfunction with a mitochondrial hyperpolarization and 

alterations in the tricarboxylic acid cycle associated with a Warburg-like metabolic reprogramming 

[29,31]. When considering that AhR also mediates B[a]P bioactivation and the production of reactive 

metabolites and ROS, the cellular survival sustained by the metabolic reprogramming would increase 

genome instability and mutagenicity. Apoptosis should be seen as a process to evade carcinogenesis 

triggered by B[a]P.   

Recently in hepatocarcinoma, Zacharewski’s team showed that AhR activation promotes pyruvate 

kinase switching to pyruvate kinase M2 isoform, leading to a reduced glycolytic flux and the 

accumulation of upstream intermediates. The glycolytic metabolites were redirected to the pentose 

phosphate pathway and serine/folate biosynthesis to satisfy increasing NADPH demand, and finally 

maintain redox balance [48].  
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Thus, Nrf2 and AhR activation upon contaminant exposure leads to the implementation of a balance 

survival/death regulated by metabolic reprogramming as a way to select and expand clones able to 

evade growth arrest and apoptosis. Hence, the modulation of cell metabolism by environmental 

pollutants could be considered as a key factor in their carcinogenic potential.  

 

4- Perspectives in carcinogenesis upon xenobiotic exposure 
4-1 Autophagy: convergence for repair and energy control 
Autophagy is a cellular process associated with repair of damaged organites and degradation of 

misfolded and aggregated proteins. The formation of autophagosomes and their fusion with 

lysosomes is an effective energetic recycling through catabolism. Nrf2 is connected to autophagy via 

the regulation loop between p62 as a target gene of Nrf2 and as a regulator of Keap 1 degradation by 

selective autophagy [49,50]. Then the activation of Nrf2 associated with autophagy could constitute 

an efficient way to protect cells against xenobiotics.  

4-2 From hormesis to aging and tumorigenesis 
As the stimulation of Nrf2 at low grade can mediate a good cellular prevention, we can wonder 

whether the chronic exposure to toxicants at low dose could mediate hormesis as natural 

compounds do, or whether it accelerates aging and lately carcinogenesis.  

Moreover, as for constitutive activation of Nrf2 when mutated in cancer, does a persistent activation 

of Nrf2 by toxicants promote tumorigenesis and metabolic reprogramming? These points should be 

considered as key topics in food toxicology. 

4-3 Metastasis: migration and EMT triggered by AhR 

Increasing evidences demonstrate a tight correlation between metabolic reprogramming and EMT 

implementation, in order to allow cancer cells to bypass the nutrients and oxygen supply limitation 

caused by the rapid primary cancer growth, and to sustain energy and nutrients demand to colonize 

secondary sites [51]. Several recent studies have highlighted that AhR activation upon environmental 

contaminants leads to morphological changes associated loss of cell–cell contact that is known to be 

a critical regulator of proliferation, differentiation and cell motility. AhR participates directly as a 

transcription factor in the AhR-dependent increase of Slug expression, which leads to an AhR-

dependent downregulation of the mesenchymal marker vimentin, in the context of the EMT 

implementation [52]. We have also identified that upon TCDD exposure, several targets of the AhR 

pathway play a crucial role in cell proliferation (Son of Sevenless) and cell migration (Human 

Enhancer of Filamentation), through an activation of Ras and Jun pathway, respectively[53,54].  

AhR activation also mediates the cellular remodelling of cellular focal adhesion and cell migration via 

the Src signaling pathway [55]. Altogether, these observations support the hypothesis that the role of 

AhR in cell migration and invasiveness capacities might be linked to its ability to modulate cell 

metabolic program. 

The hierarchical relationship between AhR, metabolic reprogramming, and EMT/migration upon AhR 

remain to decipher. AhR ligands should be challenged in order to determine if the AhR-induced 

metabolic shift is required to achieve EMT and migration, or whether it is the AhR-induced EMT that 

triggers metabolic changes [18].    
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